Lee Munn
MUNICH 2022 - Flights & Add-on tours

Working in association with Track & Field Tours, we are pleased to offer an exciting travel experience after the main event of Munich 2022. An
amazing rail journey which tours through the fresh mountainous air and beautiful scenery of no less than three countries - Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. Experience the finest journey through the Alps, with many rail connoisseurs rating the route as superior to even the celebrated Glacier
Express. The beauty of this trip is in its tantalising mix of landscapes, ranging from neck-craning glimpses of snowy peaks to serene, green valleys
and still lakes. All rail travel is included, as well as comfortable hotel accommodation and even some local excursions to make the most of your
time in such beautiful surroundings. The complete coordination of your alpine adventure!

Flights: Need flights?

Our service includes the booking of your flights to/from Munich, as well as return flights from either Salzburg or
Geneva if you decide to travel on any of the exciting add on tours. It's not just the booking of the flights but also the adding of names and passport
information, pre-booking luggage & pre-arranged seating, actioning any schedule changes, issuing tickets, online check-in, the issuing and
sending of boarding passes and the all important luggage labels. The complete management of your flight booking!
As you will see on the T&FT Bulletin, we offer direct flights to Munich from all around the UK with fares ranging from £145 - £255 p.p + luggage.

Alpine Rail Adventure - 6 days / 5 nights
Salzburg / Austria
Salzburg, in northwest Austria, is one of Europe's most beautiful cities, both for its
architecture and for its magnificent setting. This picturesque city stretches along both
banks of the River Salzach as it emerges from the Salzburg Alps. The romantic Old Town is a
compact neighbourhood of narrow medieval streets and arcaded courtyards that are fun to
explore. Salzburg enjoys a special fame in the world of music as the birthplace of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart. This rich musical heritage is reflected in attractions such as the museum
in his family home, various festivals showcasing his music, and even the melodies that ring
out daily on the glockenspiel. Several of Salzburg's attractions were filming sites for The
Sound of Music, and these are a particular draw for tourists.

Lausanne & Geneva / Switzerland
Lausanne rises elegantly in terraces on three hills above the north shore of Lake Geneva
in Switzerland's French-speaking region. High bridges span the gorges of two rivers that
cut through the city, combining with the steep rise from the lake shore to give a dramatic
and scenic terrain with views of the Savoy Alps across the lake. Lausanne is the world
headquarters of the Olympics, and an Olympic museum is among its most popular tourist
attractions. There's also the opportunity to attend the Diamond League event on Friday
26th August. The best way to enjoy Lake Geneva is onboard one of the lake steamers
taking either take a cruise or use it to hop between towns. An extended holiday in Geneva
is always possible!

Salzburg & Lausanne / Diamond League & Geneva Prices:
Salzburg - 3 days / 2 nights - incl. 4* Hotel (B&B) + walking tour + rail travel from £ 229 p.p*
Salzburg & Lausanne > Geneva Airport - 6 days / 5 nights - incl. 4* Hotels (B&B) + walking tour + rail travel from £ 629 p.p*
Geneva from £ 89.00 p.p per night
*Single room supplements apply
Optional: Lausanne Olympic Museum: £ 15 p.p
Any duration of stay in each city is is possible - you may wish to extend your holiday and explore the fresh alpine air. Each itinerary can tailormade to suite your specific travel requirements including the class of rail travel, a choice of city & lake excursions and upgraded hotel options
are all possible. All prices are subject to change up until time of booking.
WHY TRAVEL COUNSELLORS?
Always accessible - Your dedicated expert is available to you to book and administer your booking - available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (no call centres!)
Tailor-made for you - 'no one size fits all approach'. Recommendations will be made along the way, so you know you're always getting the best advice for your situation.
Flexible changes and amendments - We understand that you may need to make changes on the booking - we're here to support & action these changes for you

DON'T FORGET GREAT VALUE COVID-19 TRAVEL INSURANCE!
Ask for further information

Tel: 01245 570052

Email: lee.munn@travelcounsellors.com

